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Abstract.
In this paper, a verification method of all eigenvalues for the standard symmetric eigen-

value problems is focused on. First, we use an eigensolver such as routine in LAPACK or
ScaLAPACK, and obtain all approximate eigenpairs: eigenvalues and associated eigenvec-
tors. Next, we discuss enclosure of the approximate eigenvalues. Then, it is guaranteed
that the eigenvalues exist in certain circles. The aim of our study is to improve a posteri-
ori rounding error analysis in the previous study. We finally show the numerical results of
scalability and accuracy on supercomputers.

Keywords: Standard eigenvalue problem, Verification methods, High-performance comput-
ing

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with a verification method for the standard eigenvalue problem of
A = AT ∈ Rn×n, namely, Ax(i) = λix(i), where λi ∈ R is an eigenvalue and x(i) ∈ Rn is an
eigenvector corresponding λi. Λ and X be a diagonal matrix with λi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and a
nonsingular matrix with X = [x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)], respectively, satisfying

AX = XΛ, XT X = I, (1)

where I is the identity matrix. Our goal is to obtain certain ranges that contain exact eigen-
value of the matrix A. Assume that a diagonal matrix D̂ ≈ Λ and a non-singular ma-
trix X̂ ≈ X are obtained by an eigensolver. Applying the Gershgorin circle theorem to
D̂ − X̂−1AX̂, we can obtain practical enclosures of all eigenvalues. We focus on rounding
error analysis on a verification method of the matrix equation X̂D = AX̂ for D. An element-
wise error estimation of the matrix equation is proposed by Miyajima [1]. Overestimation of
radii of Gershgorin’s circles can be reduced, in particular, in the case where the magnitude
of the elements of some column x(i) varies widely.
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2. Previous studies

We first explain a fast method of interval matrix multiplication. Let F be a set of floating-
point numbers with a fixed precision, and let P,Q ∈ Fn×n and S ∈ IFn×n. IF is defined
by

IF := { f ∈ R | fm − fr ≤ f ≤ fm + fr, fm, fr ∈ F, fr ≥ 0}.

We use bold letters for interval matrices. fl▽(·) and fl△(·) mean that all operations inside
the parentheses are evaluated using floating-point arithmetic with rounding downward and
upward, respectively. Absolute value for a matrix and inequality for matrices mean that
|P| = {|pi j|} ∈ Fn×n and P ≤ Q ↔ pi j ≤ qi j for all (i, j) pairs, respectively. From [2],
enclosure of PQ and PS can be calculated by

fl▽(PQ) ≤PQ ≤ fl△(PQ), fl▽(PS m) − fl△(|P|S r) ≤ PS ≤ fl△(PS m) + fl△(|P|S r). (2)

Evaluation of (2) involves two and three matrix multiplications, respectively. Next, we
introduce the Gershgorin circle theorem. For P ∈ Rn×n,

λ(P) ⊆
n∪

i=1

Gi, Gi
def
= {µ : |µ − pii| ≤

∑
i, j

|pi j|}.

Moreover, if the union of k sets Gi j , {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, are disjoint from the others,
then that union contains exactly k eigenvalues of P.

The verification methods for generalized eigenvalue problems are proposed in [3, 1].
We explain a verification method simplified to the standard eigenproblem. Assume that a
diagonal matrix D̂ ≈ Λ and a non-singular matrix X̂ ≈ X are given. Then, D̂ ≈ X̂−1AX̂
and X̂T X̂ ≈ I are expected. We use X̂T as an approximate inverse of X̂. Here we focus
on a matrix equation X̂D = AX̂ for D. Let D̂ be an approximate solution of this equation.
From [1],

|D̂ − X̂−1AX̂|e ≤ |R|e +max
i

(|R|e)i

1 − (|G|e)i
|G|e, R = X̂T (X̂D̂ − AX̂), G = I − X̂T X̂, (3)

if ∥G∥∞ < 1. Here, upper bounds of |R| and |G| can be calculated using (2). If we obtain a
vector r such that r ≥ |D̂ − X̂−1AX̂|e,

λ(A) ⊆
n∪

i=1

[λ̂i − ri, λ̂i + ri]

is satisfied from the Gershgorin circle theorem.

3. The proposed verification method

Let A ∈ Fn×n be a symmetric matrix and D̂, X̂ ∈ Fn×n such that AX̂ ≈ X̂D̂ be given. We
produce a new upper bound of |D̂ − X̂−1AX̂|.
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Theorem 1. Define R and G by

R = X̂T (X̂D̂ − AX̂), G = I − XT X. (4)

Assume w := (I − |G|)v > 0 is satisfied for some v > 0 1,

|D̂ − X̂−1AX̂|e ≤ (I − |G|)−1|R|e ≤ |R|e +max
i

(|G||R|e)i

wi
v. (5)

Proof. From the assumption w > 0, I −G and I − |G| are non-singular. Then, we obtain

D̂ − X̂−1AX̂ = X̂−1(X̂D̂ − AX̂) = X̂−1X̂−T X̂T (X̂D̂ − AX̂) = (I −G)−1R.

Since |(I − G)−1| ≤ (I − |G|)−1, |D̂ − X̂−1AX̂| ≤ (I − |G|)−1|R| is satisfied. Here, we have
(I−|G|)−1 = I+ (I−|G|)−1|G|. From this, |D̂− X̂−1AX̂|e ≤ |R|e+ (I−|G|)−1|G||R|e is obtained.
Then, using [4, p.134] yields (5). □

w
Next, we explain how to set v and w in Theorem 1 using numerical computations. As-

sume that two matrices |G| ≤ G′ ∈ Fn×n and |R| ≤ R′ ∈ Fn×n are obtained applying (2) to (4).
If ∥G′∥∞ ≪ 1, we have (I −G′)−1 ≈ (I +G′). Hence, we set v′ = fl((I +G′)G′R′e) > 0 and
w′ = −fl△(G′v − v) ≤ (I −G′)v′. If w′ > 0, we obtain r such that

|D̂ − X̂−1AX̂|e ≤ fl△

(
R′e +max

i

(G′R′e)i

w′i
v′
)
=: r. (6)

4. Numerical results

In this section, we show the numerical results on FUJITSU Supercomputer PRIMEHPC
FX100 (abbreviated as FX100 in this paper). The spec of FX100 is follows: CPU: SPARC64
XIfx, The number of cores: 32 cores, Memory: 32 GB.

Figure 1a compares strong scalability for pseudo-random matrices whose elements are
identically distributed between [0, 1]. From this figure, the computation time of the proposed
verification method (Tveri) is not expensive compared to that of PDSYEVD (Teig) which is an
eigensolver in ScaLAPACK. The verification has higher strong scalability than PDSYEVD.
To deal with larger problems, we perform numerical experiments on the RIKEN K computer
for standard eigenvalue problems. The spec of the K computer is follows; CPU: SPARC64
VIIIfx with 8 cores, RAM: 8 GB, Total number of nodes: 82,944. The used matrix data
are taken from ELSES Matrix Library [5] and were generated by ELSES [6], a quantum
mechanical nanomaterial simulator. Assume that λ̂k ≤ λ̂k+1 and r is obtained by (6). We
compare radius sum ρk := rk+rk+1 and difference δk := λ̂k+1−λ̂k for test matrices in [7]. The
suffix in a problem name indicates the dimension of a problem. If ρk ≤ δk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
no multiple eigenvalue exists. From Fig. 1b, although separation of all eigenvalues fails for
standard eigenproblems with n ≥ 4 × 105, enclosure of all eigenvalues is still possible in
the case of n = 106. For the problem with n = 106, only 82 Gershgorin circles have the
intersections. If the eigenpairs corresponding to such circles have higher accuracy, then it
may be possible to guarantee that all eigenvalues are separated.

1If we set w := M(X̂T X̂)v > 0 where M(·) means the comparison matrix, then the estimation can be improved
from [8]. We will improve the proposed estimation for future work. We appreciate reviewer’s fruitful comments.
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(a) Ratio of computing times (Teig,Tveri are
computing times of eigensolver and verifier)
on FX100

(b) Accuracy of the proposed method for
test matrices in ELSES Matrix Library on K
computer
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